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ABSTRACT: A statistical cloud scheme for non-convective cirrus formed by homogeneous freezing of supercooled
aerosols is presented. As large-scale cirrus clouds exhibit metastable thermodynamic states and have long lifetimes, a
fully prognostic approach is developed. The scheme is based on separate probability distribution functions of total water
representing clear-sky and in-cloud conditions. These distributions are based on in situ observations and have few degrees
of freedom so that they can be used in forecast and climate models. Predictive equations are derived for horizontal cloud
fraction and mixing ratios of grid-mean water vapour and ice water, in-cloud water vapour and ice crystal number. The
scheme allows sub- and supersaturations with respect to ice to occur in cloud-free air and inside cirrus, and produces
nucleated ice crystal concentrations and sizes in good agreement with observations, an important prerequisite for an
improved treatment of cirrus cloud radiative properties. Implementation in general circulation models, open issues and
future research avenues are discussed. Copyright c© 2008 Royal Meteorological Society
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1. Introduction
Cirrus clouds have attracted considerable interest due to
their impact on the Earth’s climate (Stephens et al., 1990;
Udelhofen and Hartmann, 1995; McFarquhar et al., 2000;
Chen et al., 2000). These high-altitude (8–18 km) ice
clouds exert a climate forcing mainly in the terrestrial
radiation spectrum and constitute a significant uncertainty
in global models simulating clouds and cloud–radiation
feedbacks (Rasch and Kristja`nnson, 1998; Zhang et al.,
2005; Ringer et al., 2006). Much of the uncertainty arises
from the numerous interactions and feedbacks between
dynamical, microphysical and radiative processes affect-
ing cirrus, which are poorly understood and poorly con-
strained by available data (Starr and Cox, 1985; Ou and
Liou, 1995; Quante and Starr, 2002), or are debated
controversially (Lindzen et al., 2001; Hartmann and
Michelsen, 2002).
The model climate in general circulation models
(GCMs) is sensitive to even small changes in the cirrus
coverage, affecting weather forecasts and climate forcings
(Lohmann and Ka¨rcher, 2002; Tompkins et al., 2007).
Tropical cirrus layers near the tropopause play a role
in controlling the stratospheric water concentration by
dehydration of air (Holton and Gettelman, 2001). Large
ice crystals might fall into lower-level clouds, leading to
glaciation, changing the precipitation efficiency (Herzegh
and Hobbs, 1980), and thereby modifying the hydrolog-
ical cycle. Cirrus cloud particles provide surfaces for
uptake of nitrogen oxide reservoir species (Ka¨rcher and
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Voigt, 2006) and possible heterogeneous chemical reac-
tions involving halogens (Thornton et al., 2007), both
affecting ozone, which is an efficient greenhouse gas in
the troposphere (Lacis et al., 1990).
Despite decades of meteorological research, cirrus
clouds remain very poorly characterised in global mod-
els. Reasons for the difficulty in understanding cir-
rus clouds and their atmospheric effects include the
wide range of spatial and temporal scales of cirrus-
controlling factors (DelGenio, 2002), the limitation of
microphysical measurements because of the inaccessi-
bility at high altitudes, and the complex nature of ice
initiation (Cantrell and Heymsfield, 2005; Grabowski,
2006). Sound knowledge of cirrus microphysical proper-
ties would facilitate the use of cloud-resolving models in
improving GCM parametrizations and improve retrieval
algorithms employed to evaluate ground-based and space-
borne active and passive remote-sensing measurements.
For cirrus in particular, GCM results cannot be accu-
rately constrained by available satellite data (Zhang et al.,
2005).
Unlike warm clouds composed of liquid water droplets
that nucleate on suitable cloud condensation nuclei at
small (tenths of percent) water supersaturations, ice crys-
tal formation in cold cirrus clouds requires substantial
(tens of percent) ice supersaturations. Cloud schemes
in global models that are based on ice crystal forma-
tion at saturation and saturation adjustment within the
cloud, i.e. the immediate conversion of supersaturation
into condensate mass, are not consistent with the cirrus
formation process (Ka¨rcher and Lohmann, 2002). Like-
wise, cloud ice may not evaporate instantaneously (within
a GCM time step), as large ice crystals are known to sur-
vive in subsaturated air at low temperatures (Hall and
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Pruppacher, 1976). To model cirrus formation and decay
properly in a GCM, a prognostic treatment of cloud frac-
tion, humidity, and ice variables is necessary. Another
reason in support of a prognostic approach is the rela-
tively long lifetime of large-scale cirrus (Tiedtke, 1993)
and the fact that the lifetime of such layer clouds can
be prolonged by ice–radiation feedbacks, depending on
cloud environmental static stability (Ko¨hler, 1999; Dob-
bie and Jonas, 2001).
Ice microphysical processes require at least knowledge
of subgrid-scale fluctuations of temperature, humidity,
and updraught velocities. These fluctuations are not taken
into consideration when defining cloud fraction based
solely on relative humidity (Walcek, 1992, and references
therein; Teixeira, 2001). Therefore, simple cloud coverage
parametrizations without explicit reference to subgrid-
scale variability are not consistent with known ice micro-
physics. Statistical cloud schemes based on probability
distribution functions (PDFs) of total water and other
variables that provide this information explicitly still treat
the ice phase in cirrus clouds similarly to liquid water
clouds (Smith, 1990; Ricard and Royer, 1993; Tompkins,
2002), applying saturation adjustment. An operational
scheme that predicts cloud fraction and cloud condensate
(Tiedtke, 1993) relies on clear-sky humidity fluctuations
that are uniformly distributed with a time-independent
variance and is therefore equivalent to a simple relative
humidity scheme in which the onset of cloud formation is
dictated by a fixed relative humidity threshold (Gregory
et al., 2002).
The current model version of the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Integrated
Forecast System predicts ice supersaturation consistent
with a prognostic cloud fraction, but relies on highly
simplified ice microphysics and applies saturation adjust-
ment in cloudy air (Tompkins et al., 2007). A version of
the ECHAM (ECMWF model, Hamburg version) climate
model considers advanced ice microphysics for cirrus for-
mation and growth allowing grid-scale supersaturation,
but uses a relative humidity-based diagnostic cloud frac-
tion that is ignorant of supersaturation and assumes equal
humidity inside and outside of cirrus clouds (Lohmann
and Ka¨rcher, 2002). An approach similar to ECHAM
has been adopted in the National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) Community Atmospheric Model (Liu
et al., 2007). Gettelman and Kinnison (2007) imposed
bulk upper-tropospheric ice supersaturation in the Whole
Atmosphere Community Climate Model (WACCM) by
modifying the relative humidity-based diagnostic cloud
fraction such that clouds form (or disappear) at 110% and
full cloud coverage is reached at 120% relative humidity.
These authors acknowledge that their attempt to explore
the impact of supersaturation on radiative forcing does not
realistically model supersaturated states and cirrus cloud
fraction.
The aim of our paper is to present for the first time a
process-oriented cirrus cloud scheme. Cirrus cloud frac-
tion and cirrus-controlling microphysical processes are
linked in a self-consistent theoretical framework and
are driven by the same dynamical forcing. The analysis
of Gregory et al. (2002) has shown that a prognostic
approach to cloud parametrization that retains the con-
cept of subgrid-scale variability resembles that of Tiedtke
(1993) with certain modifications. Our scheme repre-
sents such an approach. It integrates all processes noted
above that distinguish cirrus from other cloud types and
which render the straightforward application of tradi-
tional cloud schemes to cirrus impossible without violat-
ing basic observational evidence. Contrary to the Tiedke
scheme, which provides no information on humidity vari-
ability nor derives source and sink terms for cloud prop-
erties consistently with an underlying total water PDF
(Jakob, 2000; Larson, 2004), we base the cirrus processes
on explicit total water distributions. To construct such dis-
tributions, we seek guidance from in situ measurements
of relative humidity and ice water content.
In section 2, we present the prerequisites needed to
represent stratiform cirrus clouds in a GCM. In section 3,
we describe the cloud scheme and derive its basic
equations. In section 4, we explicitly solve the cloud
equations for an isolated air parcel and discuss the basic
features of cirrus formation and dissipation. Aspects of
implementation of our scheme into a GCM and open
issues that warrant further research are elucidated in
section 5. While short summaries of our main points
are given at the end of most subsections, we provide
an overall summary in section 6. The appendix provides
further material and includes a list of symbols.
2. Prerequisites
2.1. Homogeneous freezing and initial growth
Homogeneous freezing denotes the formation of the ice
phase by stochastic ice nucleation in supercooled aerosol
particles. These liquid particles contain water and various
solutes, predominantly sulphuric acid and organics, that
lead to a strong freezing point depression. In equilibrium
with ambient water vapour (H2O), a particle with a typical
radius rp = 0.25µm freezes homogeneously within 1 s at
an air temperature T (K), when the saturation ratio with
respect to ice, S, exceeds the threshold (Koop et al., 2000;
Ren and MacKenzie, 2005)
Scr(T ) = 2.349 − T259 . (1)
Equation (1) implies that air parcels acquire high ice
supersaturations S − 1 > 0.44 prior to freezing at tem-
peratures below 235 K. Values of Scr for smaller (larger)
particles are slightly higher (lower), and the sensitivity
of the results presented in this paper to changes in rp
is small. In the upper troposphere and lowermost strato-
sphere, homogeneous freezing is a major pathway to form
cirrus clouds in situ globally below the spontaneous freez-
ing temperature of pure water droplets (∼ 235 K). This is
demonstrated by a plethora of observations showing the
frequent occurrence of high clear-sky ice supersaturation
in conjunction with high number densities of ice crystals
in cirrus clouds (Jensen et al., 2001; DeMott et al., 2003;
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Haag et al., 2003; Cziczo et al., 2004; Law et al., 2006,
and references therein).
Aircraft measurements of number concentrations of
small ice crystals in the generation zone of cirrus should
be relatively accurate (within a factor of two), because
the absence of large (> 100 µm) crystals minimizes
shattering artifacts known to affect optical particle probes
(Gayet et al., 2002). Observed total number densities n
of cirrus ice crystals formed by homogeneous freezing
are 0.1–10 cm−3 (Ka¨rcher and Stro¨m, 2003; Gayet et al.,
2004; Hoyle et al., 2005). This is only a small fraction of
the total aerosol number density np, but well above the
background concentrations of heterogeneous ice nuclei
possibly available at cirrus altitudes (DeMott et al.,
2003; Haag et al., 2003). Processes such as turbulence,
sedimentation, aggregation and sublimation act to reduce
the high concentrations while the cloud further develops.
In an adiabatically rising air parcel, the competi-
tion between generating supersaturation by cooling and
removing supersaturation by diffusional growth of the
newly formed ice crystals determines the microphysi-
cal properties of young cirrus clouds. The homogeneous
freezing process and the initial growth phase can be
accurately tracked by means of an analytical parametriza-
tion scheme (Ka¨rcher and Lohmann, 2002). Specifying
aerosol size distribution, absolute value of the cooling
rate ω = |dT/dt |, air pressure p, T , and S as input, the
scheme returns n, the mean radius r of the nucleated ice
crystals, and the remaining supersaturation after a speci-
fied time interval t .
We show selected results from this scheme in Figure 1
as a function of ω for combinations of p and T repre-
senting cirrus formation at cold, warm, and intermediate
conditions. We present n and the time-scales τ f measur-
ing the duration of the freezing event, τS determining
how long the supersaturation (Scr − 1) lasts after freez-
ing, and τg determining how fast the new ice crystals
grow and begin to deplete the H2O vapour. To a good
approximation, monodisperse particles with radii rp =
0.25 µm and np = 500 cm−3 can be assumed (common
upper-tropospheric values), because these results are only
weakly sensitive to details of the freezing aerosol size
distribution. We discuss the time-scales and ice crys-
tal properties originating from freezing of monodisperse
aerosols further in Appendix A.
At a given ω, Figure 1(a) shows that n rises when T
decreases. Slower growth of the nucleated ice crystals at
low T causes S to decrease at a slower pace, prolonging
the time span where homogeneous freezing is active. The
key feature, however, is the strong increase of n with ω.
Faster cooling sustains high supersaturations and allows
more crystals to form. This increase is stronger than in
liquid clouds, making cirrus formation more susceptible
to small dynamical changes than in lower-level clouds.
The marked dependence of n on ω is supported by
laboratory (Mo¨hler et al., 2003) and field (Gayet et al.,
2006) studies of homogeneous ice formation, the latter
implying that water vapour variability is not a controlling
factor for ice initiation. The approximate scaling law n ∝
ω3/2 (Appendix A) will be of further use in section 2.2.
Moderate deviations from that scaling occurs for ω >
50 K h−1 and T < 210 K. Here, freezing of particles
smaller than rp might lead to slightly higher n values,
because smaller particles need longer time to remove the
supersaturation.
In Figure 1(b), the freezing time τ f is only weakly
dependent on T , for which reason we only show the
result for 220 K. Homogeneous freezing occurs rapidly,
as τ f < 7 min even for the lowest cooling rates, and is
always much shorter than τS . The latter time-scale is
inversely proportional to n̂r , where r̂ is the radius the ice
crystals achieve after freezing (at τ f). With ω = 10 K h−1,
we have τ S =7–17 min, implying that this growth phase
(a) (b)
Figure 1. (a) Initial number density n of ice crystals formed by homogeneous freezing of aerosol particles with rp = 0.25 µm and (b) time-scales
τ f (min) of the freezing events, τS (min) of the initial decay of S, and τ g (s) of the initial growth of the new ice particles, both versus the
adiabatic cooling rate ω. Freezing pressures and temperatures are given in the legend. Arrows in (a) mark the range of observed values of n and
a range of ω that agree well with the observed range leading to these concentrations. A value of 10 K h−1 is equivalent to an updraught speed
of ∼ 30 cm s−1 .
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is shorter than, or comparable to, the time steps used in
large-scale models (10–60 min).
The initial growth of the small crystals is faster than
freezing in many cases (τ g < τ f), but τ f may become
comparable to τg for high ω and low T . For the
highest cooling rates and the lowest temperature shown
in Figure 1, the new crystals remain relatively small
right after freezing (̂r  rp) and their size begins to
affect the evolution of S, causing the deviations from
the 3/2-scaling.
In summary, the observed values of n (vertical arrow
in Figure 1(a)) translate into a range of cooling rates
2–50 K h−1 (horizontal arrow) that appear to determine
the properties of young cirrus. In this region, effects of
aerosol size and number on n are small.
2.2. Mesoscale temperature fluctuations
The strong dependence of n on ω, with ω values by far
exceeding typical synoptic values of the order 1 K d−1,
strongly suggests that cirrus formation is sensitive to
changes in the variability of vertical air motion on spatial
and temporal scales unresolved by global atmospheric
models (Ka¨rcher and Stro¨m, 2003). Remote sensing
and in situ studies (Sassen et al., 1989; Mace et al.,
2001; Whiteway et al., 2004) and numerical simulations
(Haag and Ka¨rcher, 2004) support this notion, but also
confirm that synoptic-scale processes define the overall
meteorological conditions in which cirrus formation and
decay take place.
Observed fluctuations of temperature on the mesoscale
(MTFs), that explain the high ice crystal number con-
centrations (section 2.1), cover horizontal length-scales
 =1–100 km (Stro¨m et al., 1997; Bacmeister et al., 1999)
and arise from a variety of sources. These sources include
intense gravity waves released by mesoscale convec-
tive systems, high-amplitude lee waves induced by high
mountain ridges, or in the area of jet streams and storm
tracks. For instance, it has been pointed out that a lack
of representation of gravity wave generation by subgrid-
scale orography causes many GCMs to simulate insuf-
ficient amounts of high-cloud coverage over land (Dean
et al., 2005). Even away from main source areas, there
appears to be a persistent background of MTF driven
by mesoscale gravity waves (Gary, 2006). The origin of
these MTFs is not well known, but thought to be gen-
erated by gravity waves caused by flow over terrain and
amplifying with height. Associated cooling rates often
suffice to create the supersaturations required for homo-
geneous freezing.
Stro¨m et al. (1997) deduced cooling rate standard
deviations of 2–7 K h−1 from airborne measurements
of vertical wind speeds in upper-tropospheric cirrus
clouds over Central Europe. Ka¨rcher and Stro¨m (2003)
corroborated these findings by analysing more recent
aircraft vertical wind data taken at midlatitudes in the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Similar properties
of such fluctuations in the tropical upper troposphere were
discussed by Jensen and Pfister (2004).
Properties of MTFs were measured in the lower
stratosphere and examined in greater detail by Bacmeister
et al. (1999). Distributions of temperature amplitudes
at selected length-scales  =1–12.8 km are shown to be
Gaussian around the peak values, but exhibit wider tails
caused by intermittent, large-amplitude waves tied to
mountain lee waves or convection. As  increases beyond
10 km, the tails become less pronounced and Gaussians
become better overall fits.
A strong support for the existence of background MTFs
stems from the analysis of more than 4 000 aircraft
flight hours taken in the altitude range 7–22 km and at
a variety of underlying topography, spanning the lati-
tude range 70◦S−80◦N, and covering all seasons (Gary,
2006). The universal properties and widespread existence
of the background fluctuations is emphasised. Probability
distribution functions of T for Northern Hemisphere mea-
surements are presented that closely match Gaussians.
Average temperature amplitudes are close to 1 K asso-
ciated with mean altitude displacements of air parcels
of ∼ 100 m as inferred from the Microwave Temper-
ature Profiler. The distributions also exhibit systematic
dependences on season, altitude, latitude, and topography,
whereby the latter factor explains most of the geograph-
ical variations. The temperature amplitudes are weaker
over ocean than over land.
Background MTFs obtained from in situ measurements
in the upper troposphere over the continental USA were
analysed by Hoyle et al. (2005) in more detail. The MTF
energy content decreases monotonically with decreasing 
in the absence of direct convective or lee wave influence.
The distribution of MTF amplitudes peaks in the range
0.5–1 K ( =10–100 km), falls off rapidly outside this
range, and is skewed towards high values.
Figure 2(a) depicts an example of an MTF time
series T (t) around the mean value T0 = 225 K with a
standard deviation of temperature amplitudes δT = 1 K.
The series has been generated synthetically based on
222
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Figure 2. Time series of (a) background mesoscale temperature, T ,
fluctuations with a standard deviation δT = 1 K, and (b) resulting
fluctuations of ice saturation ratio S (thick curves). Solid horizontal
lines mark the base state at T0 = 225 K and S0 = 1.2. The numbers
close to the thick curve in (b) count potential ice formation events.
The thin curve in (b) includes homogeneous freezing, growth, and
sedimentation from numerical simulations and the dotted curve shows
the actual freezing thresholds. Arrows mark (a) onset and (b) duration
of cirrus events.
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measured power spectra and therefore exhibits the same
statistical properties as the original data (Hoyle et al.,
2005). Occasionally, quite strong deviations from the
mean T at t ≈ 9 h and at t ≈ 3.5 h and 10.5 h are found.
The associated temperature PDF is well approximated by
a constrained normal distribution,
dPT
dT
= 1NT
1
σ T
1√
2π
exp
{
− (T − T0)
2
2σ 2T
}
, σ T = δT ,
(2)
where dPT /dT = 0 outside of T0 ± 3δT and NT is a
normalisation factor accounting for the finite limits over
which Equation (2) is defined.
In Figure 3(a) we show that Gaussians are indeed
excellent approximations to the mesoscale distribution of
T in background conditions. We plot Equation (2) for
different choices of δT that were found in the obser-
vational data (solid curves) along with numerical distri-
butions obtained directly from the time series (stepped
lines). The numerical PDFs become statistically uncer-
tain outside these ranges, justifying the restriction of T
in Equation (2) to values within the 3σ T limits. (Results
are similar for other δT values.)
Figure 2(b) shows the fluctuations of S (thick curve)
that are driven by the T variations given in Figure 2(a).
The time series S(t) and the mean value S0 ≡ S(T0) =
1.2 were calculated using the saturation vapour pressure
psat over pure hexagonal ice (Murphy and Koop, 2005),
psat(T ) = ϑ exp
(−θ
T
)
, (3a)
S(T ) = pv
psat
= α exp
(
θ
T
)
, α = pv
ϑ
, (3b)
where ϑ = 3.4452 × 1010 hPa, θ = 6132.9 K, and pv is
the H2O partial pressure. We have chosen this expression
for psat because of its numerical simplicity and high
accuracy in cirrus conditions. Equation (3b) neglects
adiabatic changes of pv and fluctuations of pv that are
not correlated with T , as discussed in Appendix B.
Cooling and warming events translate into respective
clear-sky super- and subsaturations (thick curves in
Figures 2(a) and (b)). On average, the T fluctuations are
symmetrically distributed around T0, but the excursions
in S around S0 are asymmetric owing to the exponential
dependence of S on T . Using Equation (3b), we define
with j = 1, 2, 3, . . . and Tj∓ = T0 ∓ jδT ,
Sj± = α exp
(
θ
Tj∓
)
	 S0 exp
(
±jδT θ
T 20
)
, (4a)
j = Sj+ − Sj− 	 2S0 sinh
(
jδT θ
T 20
)
. (4b)
The approximations in Equations 4(a) and (b) are accept-
able for j ≤ 3 (within three standard deviations of
the mean of T ). In Figure 2(b), S3+ − S0 = 0.6 but
S3− − S0 = 0.4 at T0 = 225 K and S0 = 1.2. The j are
measures of the distribution variance; practically all S
values lie within 3.
In five cases, S(t) surpasses the homogeneous freez-
ing thresholds Scr from Equation (1) (dotted curve in
Figure 2(b)). These are potential ice formation events.
However, ice particles will not always form. To illus-
trate this point, we added S(t) from numerical parcel
simulations of ice formation, growth, and sedimentation
as a thin curve. The simulations have been driven by
T (t) from Figure 2(a) and initialised with S0 = 1.2 at
p = 225 hPa. Ice particles have been assumed to fall out
of a 300 m-thick layer according to their calculated termi-
nal fall speeds to mimic loss of ice water from the nucle-
ation region. In the simulations, ice forms only two times:
at t = 3.3 h with n = 6 cm−3 and at t = 10.3 h with
n = 1 cm−3, marked by arrows in Figure 2(a). The arrows
in Figure 2(b) denote the time span where ice is present
in the nucleation layer (2 h and 70 min, respectively).
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Probability distributions of (a) temperature T and (b) ice saturation ratio S derived from time series similar to those shown in Figure 2
for different standard deviations of temperature amplitudes δT . The solid curves are analytical approximations valid within the regions marked
by filled circles, while the stepped lines are obtained numerically for δT = 1 K. The assumed mean values T0 and S0 are indicated by vertical
lines.
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We call attention to two effects that keep S below
Scr, relative to the clear-sky saturation ratio history. Sedi-
mentation removes a portion of the H2O from the layer
that would otherwise be available for nucleation and
growth in a subsequent cloud event. This explains why
the thin curve lies below the thick curve in Figure 2(b)
after the first cloud event, and why the third, fourth and
fifth potential cloud events are not realised. We also see
that, as S0 decreases due to sedimentation losses, the S
amplitudes become smaller relative to the clear-sky case,
in agreement with Equation 4(a). In a large-scale model,
the loss of ice water might be compensated by transport
of H2O into this region.
More importantly, once ice forms, the crystals rapidly
remove H2O vapour in excess of saturation by diffusional
growth. This causes the fluctuations of S to be strongly
damped within cirrus clouds formed by homogeneous
freezing. The removal of supersaturation and associated
damping of oscillations in S are controlled by the
instantaneous relaxation time-scale τ S ,
τS = 14πDnrβCφ , (5)
where D is the diffusion coefficient of H2O molecules in
air, C and φ are the ice crystal capacitance and ventilation
factors, and β accounts for gas kinetic corrections. For
non-spherical ice crystals (C = 1), r is interpreted as the
radius of a volume-equivalent sphere. The function β is
defined in Equation (A.1). The choice C = φ = 1 has
been made for convenience of discussion in this work and
could easily be relaxed to include effects of non-spherical
shapes on ice particle growth rates. We note that τ S
typically ranges between a few minutes and a few hours.
The values τS immediately after freezing are displayed in
Figure 1(b). Persistent in-cloud supersaturations are still
possible, but extend only rarely beyond (S1+ − S0) in the
mean. Long τS values (> 30 min) may occur in regions
with few particles as found in lower parts of the cloud
and close to the cloud boundaries, and in very cold, thin
ice clouds with small particles.
As fewer crystals form in the second event because of
a lower cooling rate, the oscillations are larger than in
the first cloud event (Figure 2(b)). The damping explains
why the third potential cloud event is not realised. Ice
formation in weak cooling events can be ‘shadowed’
(Hoyle et al., 2005).
We now link the ice nucleation process to the statistical
properties of the MTFs. Once we know the dependence
of the mean cooling rates ω, induced by the MTFs, on
δT , we can estimate mean ice crystal number densities n
for further use in section 3. In the case of the background
MTFs from Hoyle et al. (2005), ω can be approximated
by (in practical units)
ω [K h−1] = 8.2 × δT [K] . (6)
It is possible that mesoscale gravity waves originating
from specific sources such as lee waves or convection
exhibit relationships that differ from Equation (6). We
comment on this subject further in section 5.
We computed the probability of occurrence of cooling
rates from the background MTFs for different ω and
found
ω
dPω
dω
= 2
c0
(
ω
ω0
)
exp
{
−
(
ω
ω0
)2}
, ω0 = c0 ω , (7)
with c0 = 1.6 and the mean cooling rate ω from
Equation (6). Using the approximate scaling n ∝ ω3/2
as motivated in section 2.1, the mean total ice crystal
concentration ntot resulting from homogeneous freezing
follows from
ntot =
∫ ∞
0
n(ω)
dPω
dω
dω= 4
5

(5
4
)√
c0 n(ω) 	 n(ω), (8)
where
(µ + 1) =
∫ ∞
0
xµ exp(−x) dx
is the Gamma function. However, the actual ntot will
be larger. Deriving a statistic of ntot over many freez-
ing events for use in the cloud scheme must consider that
shadowing is more effective at high cooling rates, because
the resulting high ice crystal concentrations more effec-
tively suppress subsequent supersaturation (Figure 2(b)).
Furthermore, most of the small cooling rates do not con-
tribute to freezing on average. Therefore, large ω values
should be given higher weight than obtained by just aver-
aging over the cooling rate distribution as in Equation (8).
Hoyle et al. (2005) report a factor of 2 increase in ntot
inferred from numerical modelling compared to simple
averaging, which we confirm with our own numerical
simulations. Instead of Equation (8), we therefore use the
approximate relation
ntot 	 2n(ω) 	 n(c1ω) , c1 = 22/3, (9)
along with Equation (A.3) to determine the mean ice crys-
tal number densities. Hence, Equation (6) provides the
link between ice formation and the statistical properties of
the MTFs. According to Figure 1(a), a T series with δT =
1 K leading to ω ≈ 8.2 K h−1 would cause the production
of 0.6 cm−3 crystals at 220 K, if Equation (8) were used.
The correct concentration from Equation (9) is given by
1.2 cm−3, read off Figure 1(a) at c1ω ≈ 13 K h−1. These
initial ice crystal number densities are in good agreement
with in situ data taken in non-convective cirrus, as noted
in section 2.1.
In summary, we demonstrate that temperatures and
cooling rates originating from background mesoscale
dynamical variability follow simple statistical distribution
laws. We assume that these laws remain approximately
valid for cooling rates generated by orographic or convec-
tive forcing. Knowing the standard deviation of the tem-
perature amplitudes allows us to fix the PDFs of tempera-
ture and cooling rates, to study clear-sky relative humidity
fluctuations, and to estimate the mean concentration and
size of ice crystals formed by homogeneous freezing con-
sistent with in situ observations and laboratory studies.
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2.3. Clear-sky humidity distributions
We showed that the Gaussian temperature PDFs from
Equation (2) transform with the help of Equation 3(b)
into the following PDFs of the clear-sky ice saturation
ratios (Ka¨rcher and Haag, 2004):
dPS
dS
= 1NS
1
σS
√
2π
1
S ln2(S/α)
× exp
[
−βS
{
1
ln(S/α)
− 1
ln(S0/α)
}2]
,
NS = 12
(
erf
[√
βS
{
1
ln(S0/α)
− 1
ln(S3+/α)
}]
−erf
[√
βS
{
1
ln(S0/α)
− 1
ln(S3−/α)
}])
.
(10)
In Equations (10), βS = 1/(2σ 2S), σS = δT/θ , NS is the
normalisation factor, and
erf(x) = (2/√π)
∫ x
0
exp(−t2) dt
denotes the error function for which computationally effi-
cient yet accurate analytical approximations are available
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972, p.299, Equation 7.1.26).
Examples are displayed in Figure 3(b) consistent with the
three cases shown in Figure 3(a). The PDFs are skewed
towards high S, because of the exponential dependence of
S on 1/T . The skewness increases with S0 and δT . The
full distribution widths j follow from Equation 4(b);
outside of the interval [S3−, S3+], marked by filled cir-
cles in Figure 3(b), dPS/dS = 0. Note that Equation (10)
approaches a δ distribution as δT → 0.
We have emphasised that mesoscale variability in
cooling rates is the controlling factor for ice initiation
in cirrus. This temperature variability is connected with a
PDF of S. This PDF of S will be used later to derive cloud
fraction changes consistent with microphysical changes
derived from the cooling rate PDF.
Figure 4 shows the PDF (stepped line) of clear-sky ice
saturation ratio S obtained from airborne measurements
during the Interhemispheric Differences in Cirrus Prop-
erties From Anthropogenic Emissions (INCA) campaign
in Punta Arenas, Chile. Water vapour mass mixing ratios
were measured with a frost-point hygrometer (Ovarlez
et al., 2002). The precision of these measurements is
±0.03 (1σ limits) in terms of S. A Counterflow Virtual
Impactor (CVI; Stro¨m et al., 2003) was deployed to detect
ice crystals with aerodynamic radii >2–3 µm down to
low concentrations of ∼ 0.3 crystals per litre of air. We
have used the CVI data to discriminate between cloudy
and cloud-free data points. We have computed S with the
help of ice saturation mass mixing ratios given by
qsat(T ) =  psat
p
, (11)
where  = 0.622 is the ratio of molecular masses of water
and air molecules and psat is taken from Equation 3(a),
using the measured temperatures. The clear-sky PDFs
comprise all data points for which the CVI signalled no
significant ice crystal concentrations.
The observations exhibit multiple humidity modes, rep-
resentative for different (partly stratospheric) air masses
probed during individual flights (Ka¨rcher and Haag,
2004). A dry mode is centred around S = 0.8, and other
dry modes exist at even lower values. Here, we focus
on the supersaturated mode. The data points comprising
this mode were taken in cloud-free air outside of but
close to cirrus, including upper cloud layers where most
of the ice crystals formed. The dataset represents sev-
eral hours of measurements in relatively similar meteoro-
logical conditions and with similar dynamical forcings,
i.e. mostly frontal layer clouds and only few cases with
clear orographic forcing or jet stream influence (Gayet
et al., 2006). In the relatively unpolluted regions over
the Punta Arenas area, observed Scr values are consis-
tent with a range of homogeneous freezing thresholds
(Scr =1.5–1.6).
We have used the campaign-average tempera-
ture (225 K), pressure (270 hPa), ice saturation ratio
(S0 = 1.15) (Ovarlez et al., 2002), and temperature fluc-
tuations (δT = 1 K) (Ka¨rcher and Stro¨m, 2003) to calcu-
late the distribution parameters in Equation (10) and to
approximate the moist mode in Figure 4. Slight variations
of the observed S0 and δT within the data uncertainty
result in very similar distributions. The value δT = 1 K
is close to that inferred from the mean vertical wind speed
of 26 cm s−1 (equivalent adiabatic cooling rate of 9 K h−1)
measured in updraught regions. Finally, dPS/dS has been
scaled in absolute terms to compare with the observa-
tions, and the analytical PDF is shown as a solid curve
in Figure 4.
The skewed shape of dPS/dS as given by Equation (10)
is supported by these in situ measurements, assuming
that the width of dPS/dS is mainly connected with
temperature variability. The fact that the distribution
shown in Figure 4 show a higher probability for large S
0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7
S
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100
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S/
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Figure 4. Distribution of clear-sky ice saturation ratio S taken from
in situ measurements (stepped line) over Punta Arenas, Chile. The
measurements represent averages over the probed temperature range
below 235 K; most of the data were taken in the range 225 ± 5 K in
moist air masses outside of but close to cirrus clouds. The solid curve
is an analytical distribution for the supersaturated mode calculated with
mean values δT = 1 K and S0 = 1.15 taken from the observations.
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values than the data, is explained by the fact that data
points above the freezing thresholds S > Scr =1.5–1.6
have been removed from the dataset, because they are
counted as in-cloud data points.
To link the clear-sky PDF of S to the cloud fraction in
section 3, we need to determine the portion of the dis-
tribution that is located above the homogeneous freezing
threshold Scr from Equation (1). Once dPS/dS extends
above this threshold, ice crystals will form. The fraction
of dPS/dS above Scr is given by
f (S > Scr) =
∫ S3+
Scr
dPS
dS
dS
= 1
2N S
(
erf
[√
βS
{
1
ln(S0/α)
− 1
ln(S3+/α)
}]
(12)
−erf
[√
βS
{
1
ln(S0/α)
− 1
ln(Scr/α)
}])
.
If Scr > S3+, f = 0 and if S3− > Scr, f = 1. In
Equation (12), Scr is taken at the temperature Tcr which
follows from Equations (1) and (3b) by iteration. To
avoid iteration, evaluating Scr at T0 is a very good
approximation for S0 > 1.
Figure 5 displays f for different choices of the mean
ice saturation ratio S0 at T0 = 225 K as a function of
δT (solid curves). The initial steep increase in f with
rising δT at fixed S0 recalls the threshold behaviour of
homogeneous freezing. The steepness increases as δT ,
and hence the distribution width, becomes smaller. The
dotted curves were obtained for T0 = 205 K, and reveal
a stronger dependence of f on T0 when S0 is large. The
dependence of f on the upper integration limit S3+ is
small. According to Figure 5, subsaturated conditions
require rather large fluctuations of T (δT > 1.5 K) to
push the PDF of S significantly far above the freezing
threshold (f > 0.01). Such large MTF amplitudes are
not prevalent in background conditions, as noted in
section 2.2. This issue will be addressed further in
section 3.1.
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Figure 5. Fraction f of the clear-sky distribution of ice saturation
ratio S extending above the homogeneous freezing threshold Scr as a
function of standard deviations δT of mesoscale fluctuation temperature
amplitudes. The labels denote assumed clear-sky mean values S0, the
horizontal line coinciding with Scr. All solid curves are evaluated at
T0 = 225 K (Scr = 1.5). The dotted curves are for S0 = 1 and 1.4 taken
at 205 K (Scr = 1.59).
In summary, important features of clear-sky PDFs of
S controlling in situ ice formation and growth are caused
by mesoscale temperature variability. The distribution
variance is expressed uniquely in terms of the mean
values T0 and S0 and the standard deviation δT of the
MTF. The consistency between observed and modelled
total ice crystal number densities, clear-sky PDFs of
S, and mean cooling rates, all following from δT , is
emphasised.
2.4. In-cloud humidity distributions
Next, we define the PDF dP cq /dq of total water mass
mixing ratio q inside cirrus. Here, q is defined as the sum
of the water vapour mass mixing ratio qcv inside cloud
and the local cloud ice mass mixing ratio. We further
define the in-cloud ice saturation ratio Sc0 = qcv/qsat.
Because air containing cirrus ice crystals can be sub-
or supersaturated, and supersaturated air not necessarily
contains ice, the partitioning of H2O between gas and
particle phase at a given q value is ambiguous. Instead,
both the PDFs of vapour inside cloud and cloud ice must
be known in order to properly define the cloud fraction
changes.
The distribution of ice mass is the most important
property for determining microphysical process rates
and the radiative properties of cirrus layers (Fu et al.,
2000; Carlin et al., 2002; Gu and Liou, 2006). Observed
distributions of relative humidities inside cirrus show
mean values above but close to ice saturation (Jensen
et al., 2001; Ovarlez et al., 2002; Haag et al., 2003).
Notable exceptions may occur in thin tropical cirrus at
low (< 200 K) temperatures (Peter et al., 2006), but the
causes are currently not well understood.
Because H2O vapour is of secondary relevance for the
radiative effects of cirrus relative to the effect of cloud
ice, a very detailed representation of the variability of
vapour inside cloud is not necessary. We therefore express
dP cq /dq as being composed of homogeneously distributed
vapour PDF in the form of a delta function, δ(q − qcv),
and a PDF of cloud ice as discussed below that accounts
for the horizontal variability of the ice phase. As in the
clear-sky case, we use in situ data to constrain the shape
of the small-scale distribution of cloud ice.
Recalling our discussion of τS from section 2.3,
assuming equilibrium for in-cloud water vapour is not
always appropriate for cirrus. This is further detailed in
section 4. Therefore, we allow non-equilibrium vapour
states in the presence of cloud ice, so qcv may deviate from
qsat. In this way, ice crystals form in supersaturated air
and then may deplete the supersaturation by diffusional
growth. Ice crystals can exist in subsaturated conditions,
because sublimation is not rapid at low temperatures.
Such cases can be brought about by sedimentation of
large crystals into subsaturated cloud layers. Both growth
and evaporation tend to restore saturation. This captures
the main effect of water vapour in cirrus.
Figure 6 shows two PDFs of the cirrus ice water con-
tent m obtained from the INCA measurements (stepped
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Figure 6. Distribution of cirrus cloud ice water content m taken
from in situ measurements (stepped lines) over Punta Arenas, Chile.
Measurements represent averages over ±5 K (solid) and ±2 K (dashed)
around the mean temperature (225 K). There was no significant
influence of convection during these measurements. The solid curve
is an analytical distribution constrained by the observed total ice water
content of ∼ 12 mg m−3 of air. The mean water vapour mass at ice
saturation is ∼ 48 mg m−3 of air (arrow).
lines), as introduced in section 2.3. To derive these dis-
tributions, we have used the Forward Scattering Spectro-
meter Probe (FSSP-300) and 2D-C cloud probe data with
1 s time resolution. Together, these cloud probes cover the
ice crystal size range 3–800 µm; details of their character-
istics are summarised by Stro¨m et al. (2003) and Gayet
et al. (2006). For the solid stepped line, we have used
measurements for which T lay within ±5 K around the
mean temperature 225 K, in which most of the data were
taken. To show the robustness of the results, we plot the
same data selected within a ±2 K interval (dashed stepped
line).
We represent the observations from Figure 6 fairly well
with (solid curve),
m
dPm
dm
= 2√
π
(
m
m0
)
exp
{
−
(
m
m0
)2}
, m0 =
√
π m ,
(13)
where m is the observed mean ice water content. We
point out that the single parameter m0 also determines
the variance of this unimodal PDF. Its specific form is
brought about by a combination of large-scale advective
moisture transport, growth, and sedimentation of ice
crystals all affecting m0.
Distributions of m from airborne measurements such
as shown in Figure 6 are rare in the literature, calling for
more observational studies. The few examples include
the works of Wood and Field (2000) and Field et al.
(2005) for midlatitude and Heymsfield and McFarquhar
(1996) for tropical cirrus. Along with the INCA data,
these studies suggest that Equation (13) provides a simple
predictive tool for different types of non-convective
cirrus. It is typically found that the cloud ice constitutes
only a minor fraction of total water content in stratiform
cirrus. In case of INCA, this fraction is about 20% on
average.
In summary, important features of in-cloud PDFs
of total water controlling stratiform cirrus growth and
decay are described by combining a δ distribution for
water vapour that allows deviations from saturation
and a simple analytical function describing the subgrid
variability of cloud ice. The distribution moments are
determined by the gas and ice phase water content. In
the cloud scheme presented in section 3.2, the two latter
quantities are prognostic variables.
3. Cloud scheme
This section aims at deriving the basic equations govern-
ing our cirrus cloud scheme. While the water vapour mass
mixing ratio in the cloud environment qev is diagnosed,
the concentration inside cloud qcv, the cloud fraction a
and the grid mean water vapour and ice mass mixing
ratios qv and qi as well as the grid-mean ice crystal num-
ber mixing ratio ci serve as predicted variables. Figure 7
delineates the dependencies between these variables and
the parameters δT and Scr controlling ice nucleation and
growth. The total nucleated ice crystal number density
ntot follows from the homogeneous freezing parametriza-
tion. Equations describing cloud formation and decay are
presented in section 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The source
terms in these equations are consistently derived based
on the PDFs from section 2 for each of the prognostic
variables and include nucleation and depositional growth
of ice crystals (formation) and sublimation of ice (decay).
3.1. Cloud formation
We first discuss the schematic presented in Figure 8.
Figure 8(a) depicts the clear-sky PDF dPS/dS with the
large-S tail extending beyond the threshold Scr (dotted
line). This clear-sky state could have been caused by
cooling, by enhanced δT , and/or by transport of moisture.
This PDF is difficult to observe in the atmosphere,
qve
Scr
dT
qvc
ntot (9)
∆a (15)
∆qvc (23)
∆qi = −∆qv (24)
∆ci (17)
nucleation,
growth 
∆qi = −∆qv (30)
∆a (27), ∆ci (33)
sublimation
qi , qv
a, ci
Figure 7. Schematic overview of connections between variables of
the cirrus cloud scheme. Dashed (dotted) boxes indicate predicted
(diagnosed) variables, solid boxes denote final predicted tendencies.
Depending on whether the in-cloud supersaturation is positive or
negative, the scheme increases cloud ice mass by depositional growth
and possibly creates new cloud by nucleation or removes existing cloud
by sublimation. Numbers in brackets denote equation numbers.
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Figure 8. Evolution of the clear-sky distribution of ice saturation ratio
after a homogeneous freezing event ((a) → (b)). Dashed lines mark ice
saturation, and dotted lines mark the freezing threshold.
because of the very short homogeneous freezing time-
scales τ f of a few seconds at typical mesoscale cooling
rates (Figure 1(b)).
Starting with Figure 8(a), as a result of aerosol par-
ticle freezing, ice crystals form and the portion of
the distribution above Scr is removed from the clear-
sky PDF, as depicted in Figure 8(b). This defines the
increase in fractional cirrus cover, as quantified below,
and is supported by in situ measurements, as discussed
in section 2.3. Within a global model time step, there
might be time available for diffusional growth of the
new crystals, affecting the grid-mean humidity and ice
water content. The influence of nucleation and condensa-
tion processes on the variability of the clear-sky PDF is
not considered.
We now relate the clear-sky PDF from Equation (10) to
the fractional cirrus cloud cover a. This is accomplished
by defining the auxiliary PDF
a(S) = (1 − a)dPSdS . (14)
Integrating Equation (14) in the limits S3− and S3+
(see Equation (4a)) yields the total clear-sky fraction
(1 − a).
Let us denote the cloud fraction from the previous time
step by a and let f = 0. When proceeding to the next
time step, the distribution may change such that f > 0.
The new cloud fraction is given by a + a. Applying
Equation (14) in conjunction with Equations (10) and (12)
yields the desired increase in cloud fraction
a =
∫ S3+
Scr
a dS = (1 − a) f (S > Scr) . (15)
Next, we derive the source terms for qv, qi and ci.
Together with qcv, these variables are to be predicted in
a large-scale model and are affected by transport and
other microphysical processes such as sedimentation and
precipitation which are not addressed here. As noted in
section 2.4, the prognostic treatment of qcv allows in-
cloud supersaturation to be explicitly tracked, avoiding
the necessity to apply saturation adjustment in cloudy
air.
The clear-sky water vapour mass mixing ratio qev (in
the cloud environment) is diagnosed from the relationship
defining qv,
qv = (1 − a) qev + a qcv .
The clear-sky ice saturation ratios needed to evaluate
Equation (15) are given by S0 = qev/qsat. (We do not use
Se0 to be consistent with the notation from section 2.) With
the grid-mean ice saturation ratio S = qv/qsat, the above
relation transforms into
S0 = S − aS
c
0
1 − a , a < 1 . (16)
We discuss the instantaneous cloud fraction
a = f (S > Scr) with the help of Figure 9, where
we show a(S0), a(S), and S(S0). To compute S from
S0, we have assumed saturated conditions inside the
cloud, for simplicity (Sc0 = 1). The solid (dashed) curves
are based on δT = 0.5 (1) K, because the observed δT
values appear to be most prevalent in this range. Figure 5
suggests that S0 must rise toward Scr in order to induce
values of a near unity. The increase in a(S0) is steeper
the smaller δT ; compare solid versus dashed curves in
Figure 9.
Two important issues emerge from Figure 9. First,
homogeneous ice formation becomes significant at
S0 =1.1–1.3 and maximum grid-mean ice saturation
ratios are S 	 1.3. Supersaturations on various spatial
scales are observed in in situ measurements (Heymsfield
et al., 1998; Gierens et al., 1999; Jensen et al., 2001;
Haag et al., 2003) and by satellites (Spichtinger et al.,
2003; Gettelman et al., 2006). This increases confidence
in the physical soundness of our approach.
Second, we show the diagnostic relationship a(S)
proposed by Sundqvist et al. (1989) that is frequently
employed in climate models (dotted curve). It predicts
an early onset of cloud formation in grid-mean subsatu-
rated conditions (here S = 0.7), and a increases mono-
tonically to unity which is attained at S = 1. Models
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Figure 9. Instantaneous cirrus cloud fraction a versus grid-mean, S, and
clear-sky, S0, ice saturation ratio, and S(S0) assuming saturation inside
cloud (small τS ). Solid and dashed curves are computed for δT = 0.5 K
and 1 K, respectively. The curves assume T0 = 225 K where Scr = 1.48.
The diagnostic relationship a(S) proposed by Sundqvist et al. (1989)
is shown for comparison (dotted curve).
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employing diagnostic a(S) relationships are not capable
of predicting a supersaturated mean state without empir-
ical assumptions. When inferred from our cloud scheme,
a(S) becomes multivalued and cannot simply be diag-
nosed. This occurs because supersaturation introduces a
time history (arrows in Figure 9), requiring the prognostic
treatment of a. A similar argument holds for cloud decay,
because cloud ice can exist in subsaturated conditions
(section 2.2).
The increase in grid-mean ice crystal number mixing
ratio follows from
ci = a ntot
na
, (17)
where ntot is the nucleated concentration from
Equations (9) and (6) and na = p/(kBT ) is the number
concentration of air molecules, with the Boltzmann con-
stant kB. These ice crystals grow within the average time
t = τ/2 available after freezing (τ is the GCM time
step), leading to an initial mean ice crystal size r (Equa-
tion (A.5)). The factor 1/2 accounts for the fact that it
is not known at which point within τ nucleation occurs.
This adds the following contribution to the grid-mean ice
water mass mixing ratio,
(qi)S≤Scr = a qtot , qtot =
4πρintot r3
3ρa
. (18)
Our nucleation parametrization ensures that qtot cannot
exceed (qcr − qsat), the difference between H2O mass
mixing ratios at Scr and saturation. However, it does not
deal with the excess water mass above Scr associated with
f > 0. This contribution must be added separately if not
already deposited on the nucleated ice particles and is
then given by
(qi)S>Scr = qsat
∫ S3+
Scr
(S − Scr)a dS
= a qsat g(S > Scr) ,
g(S > Scr) = 1
f (S > Scr)
∫ S3+
Scr
(S − Scr)dPSdS dS ,
(19)
in our PDF-based framework. The g integral cannot
be obtained in closed form, but is easily evaluated by
numerical integration using Simpson’s rule.
Another contribution to qi stems from water vapour
deposition in the already cloudy area. In-cloud water
vapour qcv is transferred to ice crystals via gas phase
diffusion,(
∂qcv
∂t
)
dep
=−4πDcina
a
rβCφ (qcv − qsat) =−
qcv − qsat
τS
,
(20)
where (cina/a) denotes the in-cloud ice crystal number
concentration and the mean ice crystal radius r is taken
from
r =
(
3ρaqi
4πρ ici
)1/3
, (21)
where ρa is the mass density of air and ρi is the bulk
mass density of ice. The monodisperse approximation
Equation (21) works well in the diffusional growth
phase after nucleation, where ci stays constant and ice
crystal size distributions tend to be narrow, because small
crystals grow faster than larger ones, see Equation (C.1).
Integrating Equation (20) over a time step τ yields the
change of qcv due to deposition and the corresponding
change in grid-mean ice mass mixing ratio,
(qcv)dep = −(qcv − qsat){1 − exp(−τ/τ S)} , (22a)
(qi)dep = −a (qcv)dep . (22b)
The total change in qcv consists of the vapour content
after nucleation in the newly developed cloud area and
the vapour change in the already cloudy area,
qcv =
a
a + a (q
c
v)dep +
a
a + aqvtot , (23)
where qvtot consists of two parts. The first part is calcu-
lated within the nucleation parametrization using Equa-
tion (20) with the deposition time-scale τs characteristic
for the nucleated particles (Figure 1(b)). This determines
qtot from Equation (18). The second part represents the
vapour content above Scr determined by the clear-sky
PDF that may not have been deposited already. This cor-
responds to Equation (19).
To conserve total water, the change in the grid-mean
water vapour mass mixing ratio follows from
qi = −qv = (qi)S≤Scr + (qi)S>Scr + (qi)dep
= −a (qcv)dep + a
{
qtot + qsat g(S > Scr)
}
.
(24)
The first term describes water vapour deposition over the
existing fractional area a already covered by cirrus. The
second term accounts for ice formation and growth in
the new cloud area a. Equations (15), (17), (22), (23)
and (24) constitute the final set of prognostic equations
describing cloud formation by nucleation and depositional
growth of ice crystals.
3.2. Cloud decay
The term cloud decay summarises the processes that
lead to a reduction of cloud cover and ice water con-
tent. Specifically, we treat sublimation of ice crys-
tals. Figure 10 displays the corresponding sequence of
processes. Sublimation occurs when cloudy air becomes
subsaturated due to warming or drying out, i.e. the mean
in-cloud subsaturation Sc0 − 1 < 0 is the driving force
for sublimation. This causes an increase in the water
vapour content in cloudy air, as indicated by the sequence
(a) → (b). This increase corresponds to the difference
between the solid and dashed vertical lines and deter-
mines the reduction of cloud fraction. The smallest ice
crystals experiencing the highest subsaturations will com-
pletely sublimate first. Because cloud-free air is pro-
duced during this process, the cloud fraction decreases,
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Figure 10. Evolution of the in-cloud distribution of total water after a
change in water vapour during sublimation ((a) → (b)). The dashed
and dotted lines mark the water vapour mass mixing ratio (represented
by a δ distribution) before and after sublimation, respectively.
some ice water is transferred into cloud-free air. Pro-
cesses leading to a removal of cloud ice from the layer
such as sedimentation of large crystals and conversion
of pristine into precipitable ice would reduce the PDF
variance.
According to our assumption of a homogeneous vapour
PDF inside cloud and using Equation (13), we can write
the PDF of total water mass mixing ratio inside cloud
q as,
dP cq
dq
= 2√
π
1
q0
exp
{
−
(
q − qcv
q0
)2}
, q0 =
√
π
qi
a
,
(25)
where (qi/a) denotes the simulated mean in-cloud ice
mass mixing ratio and q ≥ qcv. Equation (25) is shown in
Figure 10(a) with the dashed line indicating the lowest
in-cloud value q = qcv. During sublimation, the change
in the mean H2O vapour mass mixing ratio is given
by Equation (22a), qcv = (qcv)dep, which is always
positive and equal to the difference between the vertical
lines in Figure 10(b). With the auxiliary PDF
ca(q) = a
dP cq
dq
, (26)
the decrease in cirrus fraction over a time step is given by
a=
∫ qcv+qcv
qcv
ca dq = −a erf(−ξ) , ξ =
qcv
q0
. (27)
The factor ξ controls cirrus decay by sublimation and
represents the ratio of the driving force qcv and the
local mean ice content (qi/a) available for sublimation. It
approaches zero for weak forcings ξ  1, in which case
a vanishes linearly with qcv, i.e.
a → −a ·
(
2ξ√
π
)
→ 0.
The opposite limit of ξ  1 yields a → −a and is
either obtained for strong forcings or low mean ice
content.
The grid-mean ice mass mixing ratio is given by
qi =
∫ ∞
qcv
(q − qcv)ca(q) dq . (28)
In conjunction with Equation (26), this relationship holds
because of the assumption of a homogeneous in-cloud
vapour PDF. After one time step, the change qi then
follows from
qi + qi =
∫ ∞
qcv+qcv
{
q − (qcv + qcv)
}
ca(q) dq . (29)
Subtracting Equation (28) from Equation (29) and per-
forming the integration results in
qi = −qi
[
1 − exp(−ξ 2) + √πξ {1 − erf(ξ)}] . (30)
In the limit ξ  1, we obtain
qi → −a qcv −
a qcv
2
, (31)
for which we have used the asymptotic expansion
erf(ξ) → (2ξ/√π) exp(−ξ 2) along with Equation (27).
The first term in Equation (31) accounts for ice evapo-
ration over the total fractional cloud area a. The second
term accounts for the fact that a decreases during this
process (a < 0). This limit is equivalent to assuming a
uniform total water PDF. The opposite limit ξ  1 with
erf(ξ) → 1 yields qi → −qi, as expected.
We do not explicitly consider MTF during cloud decay,
because sublimation time-scales are usually much longer
than nucleation time scales. Regardless, such oscillations
implicitly contribute to the width of dP cq /dq, as do
fluctuations of q. Sedimentation losses or conversion to
precipitable ice affect the in-cloud PDF via reductions in
qi and would lead to a narrowing of the PDF.
We plot the relative changes in a and qi from
Equations (27) and (30) as a function of the parameter ξ
in Figure 11. Both curves depart linearly from zero for
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Figure 11. Relative changes of cirrus cloud fraction a and grid-
mean ice mass mixing ratio qi versus the dimensionless parameter ξ
controlling sublimation-driven cloud decay. The arrow indicates the
value of ξ = 1/√π ≈ 0.56 when the water vapour increase caused by
the evaporating ice crystals equals the local mean ice content.
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small sublimation rates (ξ < 0.2) and approach the limit
of full cloud dissipation for ξ > 1.8. The changes become
strongly nonlinear when the release of H2O vapour dur-
ing ice evaporation is of the order of the local mean ice
water content.
To complete our cloud scheme, we note the relations
for the remaining variables qv and ci. The change in grid-
mean water vapour mass mixing ratio follows directly
from Equation (30),
qv = −qi . (32)
The decrease in the grid-mean ice crystal number mixing
ratio is
ci = −
{
1 −H(qi + qi)
}
ci , (33)
with the Heavyside function defined by H(x) = 1 if
x > 0 and H(x) = 0 if x ≤ 0. Consistent with the
assumption of monodisperse ice crystals, ci is kept con-
stant until all cloud ice evaporates, in which case ci is
removed completely. In reality, ci decreases during sub-
limation at a faster rate than ice mass due to a spread of
ice particle sizes. In Appendix C, we estimate the impact
of an assumed ice crystal size distribution on ci and
comment on possible uncertainties in section 4. Together,
Equations (27), (30), (32) and (33) describe cirrus decay
by sublimation of ice crystals.
4. Solutions
In this section, we solve the equations for cloud frac-
tion, condensate number and mass, and vapour content
in a closed volume of air. We use a temporal reso-
lution similar to a GCM. The only processes that are
considered are cirrus nucleation, depositional growth and
sublimation.
The forcing for cirrus formation (section 3.1) is
achieved by prescribing a continuous large-scale uplift.
To study the evolution of cirrus decay (section 3.2), we
prescribe a constant downdraught speed to mimic large-
scale subsidence. Latent heat effects that counteract the
imposed forcing are small for T < 235 K and are not
accounted for. The change in temperature in one time
step τ = 30 min is given by gwτ/cp, with the vertical
wind speed w, the acceleration of gravity g, and the spe-
cific heat capacity of air cp. Air pressure, partial pressure,
and number density changes follow accordingly from the
adiabatic equation of state. The cloud scheme equations
are integrated explicitly forward in time. We use constant
mesoscale forcings δT (cooling rates via Equation (6)),
although in a global model, δT and other parameters
relevant to cloud forcing may vary, allowing our cloud
scheme to respond more realistically to changes in local
cloud-forcing conditions.
Figure 12 shows the time history of cirrus cloud
formation by homogeneous freezing in typical midlatitude
conditions (∼ 250 hPa), starting at ice saturation at 230 K
without cloud. The updraught speed is fixed to a value of
1 cm s−1. The results in Figure 12(a) and (b) are based on
a mesoscale forcing δT = 1 K for ice nucleation, while
those in Figure 12(c) and (d) are obtained for a weaker
forcing δT = 0.5 K.
For strong forcing, the tails of the clear-sky PDFs are
flatter than for weak forcing (Figure 3(b)), for which
reason cirrus nucleation sets in earlier (compare arrows
in Figure 12(b) and (d)), but proceeds at a slower pace,
as displayed by the differences in a between Figure 12(a)
and (c). Both S0 and S reach higher peak values when
the forcing is weak, consistent with Figure 9. (Here S
defines the grid mean saturation ratio.) To arrive at the
same increase in cloud fraction at a given cooling rate, the
peak S0 value must be higher for a narrower distribution.
As a increases towards unity, the mean clear-sky
ice saturation ratio within the available fractional area
(1 − a) must be pushed to increasingly higher values to
trigger homogeneous freezing, because a ∝ (1 − a). At
some point, S0 saturates. The cooling-induced rise in S0
to increase f is then balanced by an increased transfer
of H2O vapour mass from the clear-sky to the in-cloud
PDF during freezing via Equation (24), which acts to
reduce S0.
In overcast conditions, the strong (weak) forcing sce-
nario creates ∼ 0.85 (0.25) cm−3 ice crystals and the cor-
responding mean number radii lie within 25–35 µm. Ice
crystal number densities and radii will eventually change
due to further dynamical and microphysical processes
not considered in this solution. A direct comparison with
observations is only meaningful when our cirrus scheme
is applied in a GCM including these processes, and we
refer to section 5.3 for further discussion. Because the
saturation relaxation time after homogeneous freezing is
short compared to the time step (Figure 1(b)), the in-
cloud ice saturation ratio is always close to unity. For
a > 0.8, the ice water content (not shown) corresponds
to ∼ 40 (25) mg m−3 in the case of strong (weak) forcing.
These numbers are upper limits, because ice water losses
are not accounted for in this calculation. Gayet et al.
(2006) derive typical ice water contents in the range
3–20 mg m−3 for midlatitude cirrus at 220–230 K.
Figure 13 shows the time history of cirrus decay,
starting at 250 hPa and overcast conditions in ice-
saturated air at 210 K. The downdraught speed is fixed
to a value of 4 cm s−1. The cloud is assumed to con-
sist of many small crystals (n = 0.2 cm−3, r = 20µm)
in Figure 13(a) and (b), and few large crystals (n =
0.002 cm−3, r = 100 µm) in Figure 13(c) and (d). These
mean particle sizes correspond to small and large ice
modes, respectively, found in midlatitude cirrus (Ivanova
et al., 2001; Lawson et al., 2006). Small ice modes orig-
inate from homogeneous freezing and are predominantly
observed in upper cloud layers, where supersaturation
levels are highest (Miloshevich and Heymsfield, 1997).
Large ice modes are typically observed in lower cloud
regions and are fed by sedimenting and aggregating ice
crystals. Early heterogeneous nucleation of few ice nuclei
may also contribute to large ice modes.
The solid curves assume the ice crystals to be monodis-
perse, while the dashed curves prescribe a Gamma
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Figure 12. Temporal evolution of cirrus cloud formation by homogeneous freezing, showing the cloud fraction a, grid-mean ice saturation ratio
S, ice saturation ratios inside cloud Sc0, and in clear sky S0, grid-mean ice crystal concentration n, and mean number radius of ice crystals r .
Values of n are given in particles cm−3 of air and values of r (µm) are divided by 30 to fit the same scale. The calculations start at p0 = 250 hPa,
T0 = 230 K, and in clear sky initially, and assume a constant updraught speed of 1 cm s−1 . The standard deviation δT of mesoscale temperature
fluctuations is (a, b)1 K and (c, d) 0.5 K. Arrows in (b) and (d) indicate the first nucleation event. The updraught stops when a = 1; S0 is only
defined up to this point.
size distribution with a fixed dispersion parameter, as
detailed in Appendix C. Both sets of curves given in
Figures 13(b) and (d) show a very similar behaviour.
The grid-mean cloud ice content, Si = qi/qsat, decreases
continuously and vanishes completely for monodisperse
crystals after the last time steps. A small amount of
cloud ice remains for the polydisperse crystal population,
because the assumed size distribution has no finite upper
limit. Naturally, this amount is larger in the large-mode
case. The diagnosed clear-sky S0 decreases upon warm-
ing, assuming final values ∼ 0.4.
More significant differences between small and large
ice modes and between assumed ice crystal size distri-
butions are seen in Figures 13(a) and (c). The imposed
warming causes the gas phase saturation ratios Sc0 and S
to decrease via rising qsat. On the other hand, H2O evap-
orates from the ice crystals, which tends to increase Sc0
and restore saturated conditions. The grid-mean ice satu-
ration ratio S follows the evolution of a and Si and does
not differ for mono- or polydisperse cases. According to
our results, ice may be present even at quite subsaturated
conditions with Sc0 ≈ 0.6. Ice crystals may fall more than
5 km through clear air (Braham and Spyers-Duran, 1967).
The existence of ice crystals at Sc0 ≈ 0.6–0.8 is supported
by a comprehensive theoretical study, which in turn was
found to be in good agreement with field observations
(Hall and Pruppacher, 1976).
In the small-mode case (Figure 13(a)), Sc0 stays very
close to saturation for monodisperse particles, indicating
that equilibration is rapid and effectively compensates the
warming-induced decrease in Sc0. This occurs because
the ice crystal number density n stays constant (apart
from slight adiabatic changes) until all crystals vanish. In
terms of Equation (22a), this implies a strong forcing
qcv 	 qsat − qcv. The dimensionless parameter ξ from
Equation (27) controlling the decay of a and Si is
relatively large in this case. For polydisperse particles
(dashed curves), Sc0 eventually falls below unity, because
fewer and fewer crystals remain and n never becomes
zero. The increase in Sc0 caused by ice evaporation
cannot compete with the decrease of Sc0 forced by the
increase in qsat due to warming, because the equilibration
time-scale τS ∝ 1/(nr) increases steadily. Accordingly,
ξ remains small and a does not reach zero. In a
full GCM, sedimentation of such ice crystals would
rapidly remove the remaining cloud ice and drive a
to zero.
The evolution is different if only few, large ice crys-
tals sublimate, as shown in Figure 13(c). The time-scale
τS is now generally much longer (by a factor (0.2 ×
20)/(0.002 × 100) = 20 initially) than in the small-mode
case, implying only weak forcings qcv  qsat − qcv and
small ξ values as long as Si is high. This fact explains
the differences seen between Figures 13(a) and (c). Again,
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Figure 13. Temporal evolution of cirrus cloud decay with T0 = 210 K, showing the grid-mean cloud ice contents expressed as saturation ratios,
Si. The air subsides at a constant speed 4 cm s−1 and initially contains (a, b) 0.2 cm−3 ice crystals with mean number radii 20 µm and (c, d)
corresponding values 0.002 cm−3 and 100 µm. Dashed curves are based on ice crystals distributed according to a Gamma spectrum with a
dispersion parameter µ = 3, and solid curves are for monodisperse ice crystals. Clear-sky values S0 are only defined for a < 1.
we observe characteristic differences in the evolution of a
and Sc0 between mono- and polydisperse ice crystals that
are brought about by an instantaneous versus continuous
reduction in n. For example, Sc0 rises again for monodis-
perse particles (solid curve in Figure 13(c)) because, due
to constant n, τ S increases less rapidly than in the poly-
disperse case and therefore ice evaporation prevails.
We note that the decay rates inferred from the solution
given in Appendix C are upper limits, because there
we have kept Sc0 fixed. In the calculations underlying
Figure 13, we apply these solutions, but additionally take
into account that (Sc0 − 1) relaxes to saturation within the
time step according to τ S from Equation (5), giving a
reduced value for the subsaturation in the next time step.
This renders the differences in the evolution between
monodisperse and polydisperse cases from Figure 13
smaller than suggested by Figure C.1(b).
In summary, the proposed cloud scheme produces grid-
mean ice supersaturations, ice crystal number densities
and radii consistent with the processes controlling homo-
geneous ice nucleation and growth. Peak supersaturation
and the rate of change of cloud fraction are largely con-
trolled by the cooling rates prevailing on the subgrid
scale. For cirrus generated by homogeneous freezing,
H2O vapour inside newly formed cloud regions rapidly
equilibrates with the ice phase at the point of cloud forma-
tion. The scheme further provides a realistic description
of cirrus decay. Substantial in-cloud subsaturations occur
predominantly in dissipating cloud layers, where few
large crystals sublimate. As a first step, the assumption of
monodisperse ice crystals is capable of reproducing the
salient features of cloud changes.
5. Future developments
5.1. Implementation in GCMs
Our process-oriented approach for the consistent predic-
tion of ice supersaturation, microphysics, and fractional
coverage of cirrus clouds from statistical distributions
of total water can be combined with cloud microphys-
ical modules that predict resolved vapour, liquid, and
ice concentrations separately. Besides a prognostic cloud
fraction, the addition of in-cloud water vapour as a fur-
ther prognostic variable is proposed. The ice number
variable could be abandoned (with the saturation relax-
ation time-scale then expressed in terms of ice mass), but
facilitates the coupling with two-moment microphysical
schemes that are based on mass and number of cloud
particles. As the homogeneous freezing process is rather
insensitive to assumptions about the freezing aerosol par-
ticles, and only a small fraction of liquid aerosol par-
ticles freeze during cirrus formation, our cloud scheme
can be employed in global models even without explicit
aerosol representation. The information about subgrid-
scale variability of vapour and cloud ice provided by our
approach can be used in other large-scale model com-
ponents, which is particularly relevant for radiation and
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microphysical processes (Pincus and Klein, 2000; Pincus
et al., 2003).
Our cloud scheme framework permits the separate
treatment of stratiform ice clouds from different sources,
provided their cloud fractions and ice water (and crystal
number) concentrations are tracked individually. Addi-
tional sources include anvil ice detrained from convective
outflow, contrail cirrus generated by aircraft, and freez-
ing water droplets lofted from mixed-phase clouds. While
these additional source terms differ from cirrus formed by
in situ nucleation processes as described here, all other
terms from the cloud scheme could be directly applied.
Missing processes for cloud evolution could easily be
added, e.g. horizontal spreading rates for anvil and con-
trail cirrus that enhance the cloud coverage in regions
with large horizontal wind shear. All of these cirrus
clouds compete for the available clear-sky cloud frac-
tion and in-cloud water vapour in each model grid cell.
We underscore that such a treatment has a large poten-
tial to substantially improve the simulation of radiative
response and cloud feedbacks by providing character-
istic microphysical and optical properties for each cir-
rus type.
Our scheme needs to be coupled with a host scheme
that covers all (liquid, mixed-phase, and ice) cloud types.
Such a scheme should at least predict the cloud frac-
tion, as for instance the process-based scheme of Tiedtke
(1993) along with subsequent improvements (Gregory
et al., 2000; ECMWF, 2004; Tompkins et al., 2007). Our
approach could also be combined with a pure statisti-
cal cloud scheme, such as that of Tompkins (2002), in
which cloud processes are solely formulated in terms of
budget equations for PDF moments. This scheme can be
expanded to include subgrid-scale temperature fluctua-
tions (Tompkins, 2003) and to predict cloud fraction and
consider explicit ice supersaturation. However, it remains
to be shown whether all relevant cirrus processes dis-
cussed in our work can easily be reconciled with the
single total water PDF.
5.2. Subgrid-scale dynamical forcing
In our cloud scheme, the clear-sky PDF of ice saturation
ratio is determined by the standard deviation of MTF.
If the global model resolution was increased so that
clouds were resolved, the unresolved components of δT
would tend to zero. The clear-sky PDF then approaches
a δ function, which is a desired property. However, the
relevant fluctuations are not resolved even by the most
advanced weather forecast models, and means to predict
the corresponding gravity wave amplitudes consistently
in a GCM framework are not yet available. We therefore
see a timely research need to develop a self-consistent
parametrization of MTF in a GCM and to validate (or
constrain) the resulting MTF properties by available
measurements. This adds to ongoing research efforts
concentrating on direct orographic wave forcing (Dean
et al., 2007). Scaling a subgrid-scale component of the
vertical updraught speed based on the turbulent kinetic
energy budget such that realistic cirrus properties are
obtained is not considered a final solution (Lohmann and
Ka¨rcher, 2002).
It is possible that clear-sky fluctuations of water vapour
uncorrelated with temperature fluctuations are relevant
for estimating the increase in fractional cirrus cover
(Appendix B). There also exist water vapour perturba-
tions that are correlated with temperature perturbations
altering the local saturation vapour pressure (Sommeria
and Deardorff, 1977). Both should be included in a com-
plete model.
Unlike in a pure statistical scheme, the moments of our
in-cloud PDF do not explicitly depend on variables that
characterise the subgrid-scale variability of total water
and temperature. Instead, they are determined by the
mean values of vapour and ice content. This dependence,
while straightforward to implement and apply in a
GCM, possibly introduces an unwanted dependence on
horizontal resolution, which is difficult to quantify.
Future improvements of the scheme should base the
in-cloud PDF on knowledge of total water and tempera-
ture fluctuations and might also consider a non-uniform
in-cloud vapour PDF. The ultimate goal, however, should
be a consistent representation of subgrid-scale temper-
ature and total water variability in GCMs in clear-sky
and cloudy regions for inclusion in a statistical cloud
scheme.
5.3. Consistency between microphysics and radiation
With the use of mass and number of ice crystals to repre-
sent cloud variables in global models, the question arises
whether a monodisperse approximation suffices to evalu-
ate microphysical process rates and radiative properties.
The need to consider particle size dispersion to evalu-
ate microphysical process rates has been recognised in
mesoscale models (Harrington et al., 1995). Here, we
have studied the effects of monodisperse versus poly-
disperse assumptions for the sublimation of ice crystals
and found differences in terms of cloud cover evolution
during cirrus decay (section 4). While these differences
remain relatively small (as they will be in case of deposi-
tional growth), the monodisperse assumption might cause
significant error when sedimentation velocities and aggre-
gation rates are to be calculated.
Furthermore, it is obvious that a realistic effective ice
crystal radius for use in short-wave radiation schemes
cannot be estimated without knowledge about particle
size dispersion. Therefore, a consistent prediction of pre-
cipitation and radiative forcing is only possible when
appropriate assumptions about ice crystal size distribu-
tions are made. Such assumed size distributions, con-
strained by the predicted number and mass of the cloud
particles, could be used to average over the optical prop-
erties of single ice crystals for which comprehensive
databases are available (Yang et al., 2000, 2005).
Most GCMs with purely mass-based cloud schemes
parametrize microphysical and radiative properties in
terms of ice water content. The generalization of such
parametrizations by means of assumed ice crystal size dis-
tributions for use in two-moment schemes, which we call
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a pseudo-spectral approach, is not trivial, although such
schemes better constrain the effective ice crystal radius.
For instance, when monodisperse crystals sublimate, their
mean size decreases and their number stays constant,
while the use of a Gamma distribution causes their num-
ber to decrease and their mean size to actually increase
(Appendix C). This may perhaps be relevant for the cal-
culation of the cirrus radiative properties during the decay
phase. We therefore recommend developing a consistent
pseudo-spectral approach for microphysics and radiation,
which additionally takes advantage of the subgrid-scale
variability provided by the total water PDFs.
5.4. Heterogeneous ice nucleation
We mention two reasons for not yet including effects of
heterogeneous ice nuclei (IN) in the present version of
our cloud scheme. First, heterogeneous IN are unlikely
to control cirrus formation in many cases (section 2.1).
Important properties such as the total ice crystal number
density and the effective radius are expected to be
largely controlled by homogeneous freezing. There is
no observational evidence available in support of high
concentrations of IN with low nucleation thresholds in
background conditions.
Second, the concentration and properties of heteroge-
neous IN are only poorly characterized observationally
(DeMott et al., 2003) and their predictability in current
global models is limited (Lohmann et al., 2004). We
nevertheless recognise that even few IN (on the order of
10 per litre of air) could affect frequency of occurrence,
optical properties, and development of cirrus. Numerical
simulations suggest that, despite an earlier onset of ice
nucleation, the cirrus lifetime is not necessarily longer
and the coverage is not always larger compared to cases
where IN are absent (Haag and Ka¨rcher, 2004).
We therefore leave the inclusion of IN in our proposed
cloud scheme for future work. The formal inclusion of
their effects on fractional cirrus cover and microphysics is
possible using the full cirrus parametrization including IN
(Ka¨rcher et al., 2006). This scheme has been developed
to enable realistic simulations of possible indirect effects
of aerosols on cirrus clouds. However, each IN type
produces a separate class of ice crystals whose masses
(and numbers) are to be predicted separately. This adds
considerable complexity due mainly to an increased
number of microphysical interactions.
6. Summary
We have presented a statistical cloud scheme for non-
convective cirrus to predict horizontal cloud fraction,
grid-mean and in-cloud water vapour, ice water content,
and ice crystal number density for use in GCMs in a self-
consistent manner. In this scheme, cirrus clouds grow and
decay under the action of large-scale ascent and descent,
but cirrus microphysical properties are determined by
mesoscale temperature fluctuations. The scheme does not
rely on equilibrium assumptions nor employs saturation
adjustment, hence both ice sub- and supersaturations are
allowed to occur in clear-sky and cloudy air. Growth and
sublimation rates of ice crystals are controlled by vapour
diffusion.
Cloud fraction and cloud variables are consistently
derived from separate probability distributions of total
water in the cloudy and cloud-free portion of a large-
scale model’s grid cell. These distributions contain impor-
tant information on the subgrid-scale variability of cloud
ice and clear-sky relative humidity. Their specific func-
tional forms are guided by in situ observations of cirrus
parameters and physical processes. The higher distribu-
tion moments are not predicted, but are parametrized in
terms of variables carried by the global model, and may
vary both geographically and temporally.
The clear-sky water distribution is used to determine
the increase in fractional coverage due to cirrus ice
formation. Its mean value and moments are determined
by the diagnosed environmental relative humidity, whose
upper limit coincides with the freezing threshold, and by
the magnitude of mesoscale temperature fluctuations that
are crucial for the freezing process.
Cirrus formation predominantly occurs via homoge-
neous freezing of liquid-containing aerosol particles. This
process is controlled by the same temperature fluctuations
used to predict the corresponding cloud fraction changes.
This emphasises that processes determining the micro-
and macrophysical properties of cirrus clouds are treated
self-consistently in the scheme. A simple yet accurate
parametrization of homogeneous freezing is employed
that can be generalized to include more complicated ice
nucleation pathways in the future.
The total water distribution inside cirrus is used to
compute the decrease in cloud fraction once cloudy
air becomes subsaturated with respect to ice. Water
vapour inside cloud and cloud ice content are separate
prognostic variables. The distribution of in-cloud vapour
is approximated by a homogeneous distribution, which
may, however, deviate from saturation. As horizontal
variability in ice water content is an important factor for
the radiative impact of cirrus, cloud ice variability is taken
into account. The variance of the statistical distribution
of cloud ice is determined by the mean ice water content,
which, in turn, depends on the magnitude of sub- and
supersaturations tracked in cloudy air.
Apart from further refinements and extensions, appli-
cation of the scheme in a GCM requires its combination
with an appropriate host cloud scheme that also covers
other cloud types. Together, this will result in further pro-
cesses affecting the cirrus cloud and moisture variables
(e.g. sedimentation, aggregation, advective and diffusive
transport), which couple back to the predicted cirrus cloud
fraction via changes of parameters controlling the proper-
ties of the clear-sky and in-cloud probability distributions
of total water. Such a combined cloud scheme is an essen-
tial prerequisite to predicting cirrus clouds globally and
to study their role in climate change scenarios in future
work, both taking into account dynamical changes in
cirrus formation and changes in ice-nucleating aerosol
abundance and composition.
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Appendix A.
Analytical solution for homogeneous freezing and
initial growth
We derived a simple analytical solution for the generation
of ice crystals by homogeneous freezing of monodisperse
aerosol particles. This solution yields the ice crystal
number density n and radius r̂ after the freezing event
(at τ f). We recall the key equations below, and refer to
Ka¨rcher and Lohmann (2002) for details.
The solution is governed by the two dimensionless
parameters κ and δ,
κ(rp, ω) = 2β τ f
τ g
, δ(rp) = rp
r
, (A.1)
where β(rp) = δ/(1 + δ) and r = 4D/(su) is a charac-
teristic radius for which gas kinetic and diffusive effects
on the ice crystal growth rate are equally important, D
is the diffusion coefficient of H2O molecules in air, u is
their mean thermal speed, and s is the deposition coef-
ficient of H2O on ice surfaces (s = 0.5 in Figure 1).
The time-scales for freezing τ f and initial growth of the
nucleated ice particles τ g as displayed in Figure 1(b) are
given by
τ−1f =c2
{
304.4+
(
T
250
− 2
)
T
}
ω, c2 = 1.5, (A.2a)
τ−1g = v
Dβ
r2p
psat
kBT
(Scr − 1) , (A.2b)
where v is the volume of an H2O molecule in bulk ice.
The numerical values except c2 in Equation (A.2a) (with
T in units of K to obtain τ f in units of s) are taken from
Ren and MacKenzie (2005).
With Equation (A.1), n and r̂ are given by
n = Scr
Scr − 1
(θ/T ) − γ
4πrD
ω
T
×
{
δ − 1+ 1
δ+1
(
(δ+1)2
2
+ 1
κ
)
f (κ)
}−1
≤ np ,
r̂ = r
{
(δ + 1)
(
1 + f (κ)
2
)
− 1
}
≥ rp , (A.3)
where γ = 7/2 is the ratio of heat capacity at constant
pressure and universal gas constant and
f (κ) = (πκ)1/2 exp(κ−1){1 − erf(κ−1/2)} . (A.4)
In many situations, growth proceeds faster than nucle-
ation (κ  1), and the dependence on initial particle size
via δ drops out; we obtain the scaling laws n ∝ ω3/2,
r̂ ∝ ω−1/2, and τS ∝ ω−1. The time-scale τS is defined
in Equation (5). These relationships already provide
good approximations to the full solution for polydisperse
aerosols.
The freezing parametrization additionally calculates
the subsequent diffusional growth of the newly formed
ice crystals within a prescribed time interval t after
freezing. For this purpose, an analytical solution is
employed that yields the final mean radius r = r(t) ≥ r̂
the crystals achieve after isothermal growth from Scr
towards S = 1. The solution is given implictly in scaled
form, where x = r/rmax, x̂ = r̂/rmax, and the parameter
x = r/rmax employ the maximum possible ice crystal
radius,
rmax =
{̂
r3 + 3v
4πn
psat
kB T
(Scr − 1)
}1/3
,
and y = t · 4πnD rmax/3 represents the scaled given
time interval,
y = (x + 1){I1(x) − I1(̂x)}
+ (x − 1){I2(x) − I2(̂x)} ,
I1(x) = 16 ln
{
1 + x + x2
(1 − x)2
}
,
I2(x) = 1√
3
arctan
(
1 + 2x√
3
)
.
(A.5)
Appendix B.
Impact of clear-sky water vapour changes on the ice
saturation ratio
As a working assumption, we have opted to neglect both
adiabatic corrections and the variability of pv relative
to the variability of T to determine the properties of the
clear-sky distribution dPS/dS. For small δT when the tail
of this distribution (or f ) is steeply rising, its slope is
sensitive to additional fluctuations induced by subgrid-
scale water vapour variability. Below, we make a simple
attempt to quantify the relative influence of variability in
T and pv on f .
We first quantify the impact of adiabatic changes
of pv in isolation. The rate of change of S in an
adiabatically rising air parcel in the absence of nucleation,
condensation, or mixing with ambient air is given by
dS
dt
= −S
(
θ
T 2
− γ
T
)
dT
dt
. (B.1)
Equation (B.1) can be integrated to give
S(T ) = S(T0) exp
{
γ ln
(
T
T0
)
+ θ
(
1
T
− 1
T0
)}
. (B.2)
The first (logarithmic) term in the exponent of
Equation (B.2) accounts for adiabatic changes of pv,
while the second term stems from temperature changes. In
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a cooling event (T < T0), the adiabatic pv change coun-
teracts the increase in S caused by the pure temperature
change. Evaluating the ratio z of the two terms for small
deviations from the base state, i.e. T = T0 ± δT with
δT  T0, yields |z| 	 γ T0/θ < 0.134 for T0 < 235 K.
Changes in clear-sky S arise from the combined action
of temperature fluctuations, associated adiabatic changes,
and fluctuations of the water vapour partial pressure pv.
Discretising Equation (B.1) around a mean state {S0, T0}
and adding fluctuations δpv > 0 around the mean value
pv0 = S0 psat(T0) that are uncorrelated with δT leads to
δS
S0
= −
(
θ
T0
− γ
)
δT
T0
+ δpv
pv0
. (B.3)
With Equation (B.3) it follows that water vapour fluc-
tuations become more important in determining δS than
temperature fluctuations when
δpv
pv0
>
(
θ
T0
− γ
)
δT
T0
	 θ
T 20
δT , (B.4)
regardless of S0. Inserting T0 = 225 K and δT = 1
(0.5) K gives δpv/pv0 > 0.1 (0.05). Equation (B.4) also
shows that the influence of fluctuations of water vapour
relative to temperature tends to be of greater importance
in the lower troposphere, where T0 is larger.
We now study the impact of combined vapour and
temperature changes on the fraction f of the clear-
sky PDF above the homogeneous freezing threshold Scr.
We convolved numerically Gaussian random PDFs of
pv with a standard deviation σ v = δpv, and of T from
Equation (2). Adiabatic changes are included via pv =
pv0(T /T0)
γ
. We computed the fraction of the distribution
above Scr, denoted by f ′, and compare it with f
from Equation (12), which includes only the effect of
temperature changes on psat(T ).
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Figure B.1. Relative change in the fraction of the clear-sky distribution
of S above the homogeneous freezing threshold versus assumed water
vapour fluctuations around the mean H2O partial pressure pv0. The
term relative indicates the difference between a calculation including
mesoscale fluctuations of T and pv and adiabatic changes in pv,
and a calculation with only T fluctuations, normalised by the former.
Curves are shown for different choices of clear-sky mean values S0 and
mesoscale temperature standard deviations δT , each for two different
mean temperatures T0.
Figure B.1 shows (f ′ − f )/f ′ versus (δpv/pv0) for
two different pairs {S0, δT } for which f 	 0.05, and
for two different T0. We see that f ′ rises with rising
(δpv/pv0), because fluctuations of H2O vapour lead
to a broadening of the PDF of S. For increased δT ,
higher (δpv/pv0) values are required for H2O changes
to become as effective in controlling f ′ as the changes
in T , for which reason the curves shift to the right.
When f ′ < f , the H2O fluctuations are too small to
overcompensate the effect of adiabatic changes, i.e. a
narrowing of the PDF. Hence, for the lowest values of
(δpv/pv0) we discover the pure effect of adiabatic pv
changes, which in turn become unimportant for large
H2O fluctuations. These results confirm the estimate from
Equation (B.4) and show that δpv/pv0 > 0.1 (0.05) leads
to a non-negligible effect (i.e. |f ′ − f |/f ′ > 0.25) for
δT = 1 (0.5) K.
In the range δpv/pv0 	 0.03–0.08, the effects of
H2O fluctuations and adiabatic changes approximately
compensate each other and in that case we may regard
Equation (12) as a reasonable approximation for f .
For larger (smaller) fluctuations of H2O, f tends to
underestimate (overestimate) the true value f ′. For a
given δpv, the exact difference between f ′ and f depends
on T0, S0, and δT . In particular, when S0 and δT
(hence f ) are small, the results become very sensitive to
small changes in δpv, because of the steepness of the PDF
near Scr. Regardless, because of the compensating effects,
accounting for pv changes is only meaningful if adiabatic
corrections and fluctuations of pv are introduced at the
same time.
Gierens et al. (2007) analysed instantaneous tempera-
ture and moisture fluctuations based on 9 years of aircraft
data. The annual mean temperature fluctuations (averaged
over all relative humidities) are 0.82 K in T42 resolu-
tion at an average T0 = 220 K, well within the range
of MTF values discussed here. The corresponding rel-
ative moisture fluctuations are δpv/pv0 = 0.18 at a mean
S0 	 0.7, but decrease substantially to values near 0.1
at S0 = 1.3. The latter figures are comparable to those
shown in Figure B.1, showing that water vapour fluctu-
ations begin to affect our calculated increases in cloud
fraction only in regions where MTF amplitudes are low
(δT < 1 K for S0 = 1.3 and T0 = 225 K).
Appendix C.
Ice crystal size distributions in dissipating cirrus
A single spherical ice crystal (C = 1) changes its radius
by vapour diffusion according to
dr
dt
= vD
r
βCφ
psat
kB T
(Sc0 − 1) . (C.1)
Equation (C.1) is consistent with Equation (20). For the
sake of argument, we additionally set β = φ = 1 and
obtain the solution for constant Sc0 and T ,
r(t) =
√
r20 + 2Gt , G = vD
psat
kB T
(Sc0 − 1) , (C.2)
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in which r0 denotes the initial radius at t = 0. In sub-
saturated conditions, Sc0 < 1 and G < 0. Equation (C.2)
is only defined up to times r20/(2|G|). For monodisperse
ice crystals, the product nr entering the sublimation rate
time-scale τS from Equation (22a) is simply given by
n0 r(t), as n = n0 does not change until the cloud com-
pletely dissipates.
The vapour and ice mass changes in an ensemble of
ice crystals of different size are controlled by the size
distribution average <nr > (t). To estimate this average,
we note the continuity equation governing the evolution
of a number size distribution F = dn/dr during growth
or evaporation,
∂F
∂t
+ ∂
∂r
(
dr
dt
·F
)
= 0 ,
F (r, t =0)= n0 λ
µ+1
(µ + 1) r
µ exp(−λr).
(C.3)
Equation (C.3) is easily solved by the method of
characteristics. The function GF/r is constant along the
characteristic curves (i.e. the particle radius trajectories),
yielding the solution F(r, t) = (r/r0)F (r0, 0). Using
Equation (C.2) to eliminate r0 from this solution and
specifying F(r0, 0) as a Gamma distribution with total
initial number density n0, dispersion parameter µ, and
slope λ, we obtain
dn
dt
(r, t) = n0 λ
µ+1
(µ + 1) r (r
2 − 2Gt)(µ−1)/2
× exp {−λ(r2 − 2Gt)1/2} . (C.4)
We set T = 225 K, µ = 3, and r0 = 25 µm, which
converts into λ = (µ + 1)/r0 using the definition of
the mean radius of the Gamma distribution. These
choices are in the range of values of small particle
modes measured in midlatitude cirrus clouds. Further,
we prescribe a constant subsaturation Sc0 − 1 = −0.1
and D = 0.75 cm2s−1. This results in evaporation rates
for particles of radius r0 of |G|/r0 ≈ 1µm min−1.
The resulting ice crystal size distributions are shown
in Figure C.1(a) for different times after sublimation has
set in. A typical feature is the evaporation tail, which
develops very quickly (after 1 min), because smaller
crystals sublimate much faster than larger ones according
to Equation (C.1). This tail is rather independent of
the assumed analytic form of the initial size spectrum,
which may help facilitate future parametrizations of the
evaporation kinetics. The distribution shape does not
significantly change thereafter, although the total number
density of ice crystals n(t) decreases according to
n(t) = n0e−x0
µ∑
m=0
xm0
m!
, x0(t) =
√
2|G|λ2t , (C.5)
indicating a continuous loss of ice crystals, contrary to
the monodisperse solution where n = n0. Equation (C.5)
follows from integration of Equation (C.4) for integer
µ over all particle radii and is shown in Figure C.1(b)
(dotted curve). In reality, the distributions would be cut
off at small r = rp ≈ 0.25µm, when individual crystal
radii reach the sizes of the dry aerosol core upon which
they originally nucleated, but this does not change our
argument. Lowering or increasing T would slow or
enhance the sublimation process, but the results would
be qualitatively similar.
Multiplying Equation (C.4) with r and performing the
integration yields the desired average <nr >:
<nr > (t) = n0r0
(µ + 2)
∫ ∞
x0
√
x2 − x20 xµe−x dx. (C.6)
This integral is solved numerically and is shown in
Figure C.1(b) (solid), along with the monodisperse solu-
tion (dashed). While differences in <nr> and thus τ S
(a) (b)
Figure C.1. (a) Evolution of an ice crystal size spectrum (Gamma distribution with parameter dispersion µ = 3, mean initial radius r0 = 25 µm,
and total initial number density n0 = 1 cm−3) in subsaturated conditions at T = 225 K. (b) Time history of the number concentration n (dotted)
and the product nr (solid) averaged over the Gamma distribution, and nr for the monodisperse spectrum (dashed) with the same n0 and r0. In
the latter case, n = n0 =constant. The subsaturation is fixed to Sc0 − 1 = −0.1. All variables in (b) are scaled to initial values.
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are relatively small for t < 10 min, it takes longer time
to fully evaporate the larger crystals (r > r0) present in
the Gamma distribution. We emphasise that keeping Sc0
fixed in this analytical solution maximises the differ-
ence between monodisperse and polydisperse solutions
(section 4).
Appendix D. Symbols used
a horizontal cirrus cloud fraction
c0, c1, c2 constants
ci mean ice crystal number mixing ratio
cp specific heat capacity of air at con-
stant pressure (= 107 erg g−1 K−1)
C ice crystal capacitance factor
(here = 1)
D diffusion coefficient for water
molecules in air
f (S > Scr) fraction of clear-sky humidity distri-
bution above the homogeneous freez-
ing threshold
F ice crystal number size distribution
g acceleration of gravity (=
9.81 cm s−1)
g(S > Scr) water vapour above homogeneous
freezing limit deposited on nucleated
ice crystals
G ice crystal areal growth rate
kB Boltzmann constant (= 1.38 ×
10−16 erg K−1)
 horizontal length-scale
m local cirrus cloud ice water content
n number density per unit volume of air
NX normalisation factor for dPX/dX
p air pressure, partial pressure (with
subscript)
dPX/dX probability distribution function of X
q mean total water mass mixing ratio,
mass mixing ratio (with subscript)
r, r radius, radius above which ice deposi-
tional growth becomes diffusion lim-
ited
s deposition coefficient for water
vapour impinging on ice crystals
(here = 0.5)
S,Scr saturation ratio with respect to ice,
homogeneous freezing threshold
S0, S
c
0 mean ice saturation ratio: clear-sky
and inside cloud
t time
T air temperature
u mean thermal velocity of water
molecules
v specific volume of water molecules in
bulk ice
w vertical wind speed
α water vapour partial pressure divided
by ϑ
β gas kinetic correction factor entering
the diffusional growth rate of ice
crystals
γ adiabatic index in equation of state for
air (= 7/2)
δ dimensionless size parameter in
homogeneous freezing model
δpv, δT standard deviation of mesoscale water
vapour and temperature fluctuations
 ratio of molecular masses of water
and air molecules (= 0.622)
ϑ ice vapour pressure prefactor (=
3.4452 × 1010 hPa)
θ Clausius–Clapeyron parameter for ice
vapour pressure (= 6132.9 K)
κ dimensionless growth parameter in
homogeneous freezing model
λ,µ slope and dispersion parameters of
Gamma distribution
ξ dimensionless parameter controlling
cirrus decay by sublimation
ρ bulk mass density
σ standard deviation
 full width of clear-sky humidity dis-
tribution
τ global model time step; time-scale
(with subscript)
τ S sub- or supersaturation relaxation
time-scale
φ ice crystal ventilation factor (here
= 1)
a,
c
a cloud fraction weighted probability
distribution function of humidity
ω absolute value of cooling rate
Indices
a air
c inside cloud
e in the cloud environment
g growth
f freezing
i ice phase
j integer > 0
min, max minimum, maximum value
p aerosol particle
sat value at ice saturation
tot total
v water vapour
0 initial value, mean value
·̂· value at the end of a homogeneous
freezing event
·· ,< ·· > average, average over ice crystal size
distribution
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